
Women's low hiking shoes MERRELL-Moab 3 GTX sedona sage

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
36 820409 194713961212 1 ks
37 781599 194713961229 3 ks
37,5 781600 194713961236 3 ks
38 781601 194713961243 3+
38,5 781602 194713961250 3+
39 781603 194713961267 3+
40 781604 194713961274 3+
40,5 781605 194713961281 3+
41 781606 194713961298 2 ks

Suggested retail price: 159.99 € s DPH

Description

Merrell women's shoes.  Women's hiking boots in a trendy color design are intended for hiking, camping or other
stays in nature. The Merrell Moab model has a waterproof Gore-Tex membrane, which will keep your feet dry even
during adverse weather. The advantage of low hiking boots is a supportive and comfortable insole and a soft
midsole made of EVA foam. It will provide you with maximum comfort when tackling hiking trails. In addition, the
Vibram sole ensures excellent damping, traction and grip. It goes all the way to the toe in the front for additional
protection.

Merrell shoes have an upper made of a combination of textile and suede and are sufficiently breathable. Classic
lacing allows you to adjust and tie Merrell shoes as needed. Low hiking shoes have a sewn-in padded tongue that
prevents dirt and moisture from entering the bottom. Kinetic Fit™ technology helps prevent leg fatigue. Women's
hiking boots also feature Merrell Air Cushion cushioning, which provides additional stability and shock absorption.

Product details:

low hiking shoes
breathable upper
trendy color design is easy to combine
Gore-Tex membrane
comfortable insole
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tying on shoelaces
sewn and padded tongue prevents dirt and moisture from entering
Kinetic Fit technology prevents leg fatigue and supports the proper arch of the foot
comfortable EVA foam midsole for stability and comfort
Merrell Air Cushion cushioning will provide additional stability and shock absorption
the durable Vibram sole ensures cushioning and traction
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